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Introduction 

Let p be an odd prime number, Qp the p-adic number field, k a finite 
algebraic extension of Qp and k the algebraic closure of k. In [3], A. V. 
Jakovlev describes the absolute Galois group G(k/k) of k of even degree 
by using generators and relations (cf. [2]). However, this description is 
very complicated and not explicit. In [7], H. Koch says that a simple 
description of G(k/k) in terms of generators and relations seems impossible. 
Recently, in [5], Jannsen and Wingberg give a simple description of the 
absolute Galois group of k of any degree by using generators and relations. 
The purpose of this part is to give an account of the result of Jannsen and 
Wingberg [5]. This part is the sequel of Miki [8]. Readers are advised 
to recall the definition of Demuskin formation in [8]. 

Notation and terminology 

Throughout this paper, Z and i denote the rational integer ring and 
the inverse limit of all finite cyclic groups, respectively. For a: prime 
number p, we denote by Zp the p-adic integer ring and by Qp the p-adic 
number field. Fp denotes the prime field Z/pZ. For a profinite group 
G, we denote by G the maximal pro-p-factor group of G. For elements 
x, y E G, we put [x, y]=xyx-Iyl and XY=yxyl. For closed subgroups 
Hand S of G, we denote by [H, S] the closed subgroup of G generated 
by {[x, y] I x E H, YES}. We denote by Gab the factor group G/[G, G]. 
If G is commutative, we denote by G* the dual group of G, by Tor (G) 
the torsion part of G and by G(p) the p-part of G. Let A and B be G
modules. We denote by AEBB the direct sum of A and B. We denote 
by Hn(G, A) the n-th cohomology group of G with coefficients in A. Let 
s be a natural number and (Z/p' zy the multiplicative group of the factor 
ring Zip' Z. Let a be a continuous homomorphism of G into (Z/p' zy. For 
elements x+p'Z E Z/p'Z and a E G, we define (x+p'Z)"=a(a)(x+p'Z). 
By this definition, we can regard Z/p'Z as G-module. We denote by 
Z/p'Z(a) this G-module. From now on, p denotes an odd prime number. 
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1. Let Fn+l be a free profinite group with basis zo, .. " Zn. For an 
odd prime number p, we put q=pfo , wherefo is a natural number. Let G 
be a profinite group with basis a, 1: such that ar;a-l=r;q. Let Fn+I*G be 
the free profinite product of Fn+l and G (cf. [1], [9]). Let W be the nor
mal closed subgroup of Fn+I*G generated by {zo, .. " zn} and I the normal 
closed subgroup of W such that the factor group W/ I is the maximal pro
p-factor group of W. Then I is a closed normal subgroup of Fn+I*G. 
Hence we put F(n+ 1, G) = (Fn + 1*G)/I and P= W//. We denote by X t 

the image of Zt in F(n+ 1, G). Then P is a normal closed subgroup gen
erated by xo, •• " Xi> and F(n+ 1, G) has topological minimal generators 
a, 1:, xo • .. " x n • We have also the exact sequence 

I~P---+F(n+ 1, G)--w+G---+1 (splits). We put G=1J!(G). 

Let s be a natural number. Let ex be a continuous homomorphism of G 
into (Z/p'zy and [3 a mapping of G into Z; such that [3 is a lifting of 
ex (not necessary a homomorphism). We suppose that a(r;)(P-l)/2=-1 

mod p for odd integers nand 10. Let 1 be a prime number and {PI' P2' 
Pg, ... } the set of prime numbers such that every Pt is prime to I. For 
every integer m, there exist integers am and bm such that 

We put 1rz = lim bmP'fp':.'· .. pr;:. E Z. For an element pEG, we put 

(x, p)=(XP(I)pxP(P)p' . ·xP(pp-·)pyp/(P-l) and 

{x, p} = (XP(I)p2XP(P')p2 ... xP(pP-') p2)#p/(P-l). 

For the even integer n, we put 

We take a, b E Z such that -ex(ar;a) modp E (F;)2 and that -a(ar;b) mod 
P ~ (F;)2. We put 

Here we put a2=a#2 and 1:2=r;#2. For the odd integer n, we put 

r=xilq(xo, 1:)P(Q)-'[xl, Yl][X2, x g]· •• [xn - l, x n]. 

Then we put X(G, n, s, [3)=F(n+l, G)/(r), where (r) is the closed normal 
subgroup of F(n+ 1, G) generated by r. Then Jannsen and Wingberg 
have the following in [5]: 
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Theorem 1. The above profinite group X(G, n, s, f3) is a Demuskin 
formation over G with degree n, torsion p. and character a. 

We have the following in [7] or [10]: 

Theorem 2. Let Y1 and Y2 be pro finite groups such that they are 
Demuskin formations over G with degree n, torsion P' and character a. 
Then Y1 and Y2 are isomorphic as topological groups. 

Theorem 4 in [8], the above Theorem I and Theorem 2 show the 
following main theorem: 

Theorem 3. (cf. [5]). Let p be an odd prime number, k a finite alge
braic extension over Qp of degree n, q = pt. the cardinality of the residue 
field of k, k the algebraic closure of k and T the maximal tamely ramified 
extension of k such that k contains T. Let PT = (') the p-torsion part of the 
multiplicative group TX of T and p' the order of PT' Let G be the Galois 
group of T over k, a a homomorphism of G into (Z/p·zy such that l;P =l;a(p) 
for any element peG and f3 a mapping of G into Z; such that f3 is a lifting 
of a. Let (J,!' be generators of G such that (J!'(J-l=!'q. Then the Galois 
group of k over k is isomorphic to X(G, n, s, f3) as topological group. 

2. Outline of proof of Theorem 1. We put X=X(G, n, s, f3) and N= 
(r). Since we can show r=!,npP(a)-l= I mod P, we have P=>N. We put 
V=P/N. Then we have the following commutative diagram: 

I I 

1 1 
N===N 

1 1 
I~P~F(n+I,G)~G~I 

1 1 t II 
(exact) 

I~V )X )G~I (exact) 

1 1 
I I 

(exact) (exact) 

Let H be an open normal subgroup in G such that the kernel of a contains 
H. Let U be the open subgroup of F(n+ 1, G) such that U/P=H. We 
putXH=SO-l(H) and G'=G/H. For an element x e P, we put x=x[P, U]. 
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Then we can show that P/[P, U] is a free Zp[G']~module with free basis xo, 

"', xn (cf. [9]). Since we have the exact sequence I--+N--+P--+V--+I, we 
have the exact sequence 

Hence we have the exact sequence 

Hence we have the exact sequence 

Therefore we can prove that Tor (V/[V, XHD is isomorphic to Z/p'Z(a- l ) 

as G-module (cf. [4]). 
Since we have cdp(H) = 1, we have the exact sequence 

Here cdp is a cohomological p-dimension. From the duality theorem, we 
have the exact sequence 

0---+ V/[V, XH ]---+Xl}b---+i1ab---+O. 

Hence we have (Tor (XW'))(p)~Tor (XW')~ Tor (V/[V, XHD~Z/p'Z(a~I). 
Here "~" means a G-module isomorphism. From calculations of coho
mology groups, we have H2(XH' Qp/Zp) = 0 and H2(XH' Z/piZ)*~ 
{a E Tor (XW') I pia = O} for positive interger i. Hence we have 
dim H2(XH' Fp)= 1 and H2(XH' Z/pSZ)~Z/p8Z(a). 

Let D be a pro-p-group. We put DO=D and Di=(Di-I)P[Di-\ D]. 

Lemma. (cf. p. 71 in [6]) Let D be a pro-p-group such that dim HI(D, 
Fp)=m and that dim H2(D, Fp)= 1. Let PI, .. " Pm be minimal generators 
of D such that TI ;n~1 p~;P TI i<j [Pi' ptlaij ==: 1 mod D2, where ai' aij E Zp. 
There exists some ai such that ai ~ pZp or there exists some aiJ such that 
aij ~ pZp. Let XI' .. " Xm( E HI(D, Fp)) be dual basis of PIDP[D, D], .. " 
PmDP[D, D]. Then there exists a generator ~ of H2(D, Fp) such that Xi U Xj 
= - aiJt; for i <j. Here" U" is the cup product of HI(D, Fp) X HI(D, F p) 
into H2(D, Fp). 

Let e be the order of -rH in GIH. Let G= U;n~l PiH be the disjoint 
union of the left co sets of H andfthe order of a(H, -r) in G/(H, -r). Let 
u be a non-negative integer such that af==:-ru mod H. For an element x E 

XH, we denote by x the image of x in XiI' Let {X., X'o, PiXjh~I, ... ,n be dual 
j=l,··.,m 
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basis of {O"~-u, xo'X:'h=I ..... n • We should notice that {O"~-u, xo, xf'h=l ..... n 
i=l,···,m j=l, ... ,m 

are minimal generators of XH • We suppose that n is even. From calcula-
tions, we have . 

~ 

1 =xtaxf"HlH"[xo, O',~-u]ea(')-'([XI' x2]· .. [Xn-l~ Xn])'HAH" mod XiI. 

Here, a e Zp, KH e Zp[[G]], AH e Zp[[G]] and KHAHe == I:PEa' a(p)p mod 
pZp[G']. Hence, from Lemma, we have 

PtXJ U PtXj+1 = -a(pt)~ 
Xo U X. = -a(O')-le~ 

forj= 1,3,5, .. :, n-l, i=l, 2,3, "', m, 

and the other cup-products of the above basis is O. Here ~ is a generator 
of H2(XH' Fp). This shows that the cup-product of HI(XH' Fp) is a non
degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear form. Let Inf be the inflation map
ping of HI(H, Fp) in HI(XH' Fp) and HI(H, Fp)l. the orthogonal comple
ment qf Inf (HI(H, Fp)) in HI(XH' Fp). Then we have 

EBi~21 Fp[G']X2t - 1 and EBi~21 Fp[G']X2t are total isotropy G'-module. 
We suppose that n is odd. We have YI=X: mod X1£ for some iJ e 

Fp[G']. Hence we have 

~ 

1 =xC'axf"HAHe[xo, 0" ~-u]"a(.) -'[xb Xt]'HAH" 

X ([x2• xa]' .. [xn- b Xn])'HAH" mod XiI. 

We put Co = FpX.EBFpXo, C1=Fp[G']Xb C2 =EBi'!i1)/2 Fp[G']Xu and Ca= 
EBi'!i1)/2 Fp[G']XZt+l. From Lemma, we have the following orthogonal de
composition of HI(XH' Fp): 

HI(X H' F) = Co..l C1..l C2..l Ca· 

Then Cz and Ca are total isotropy G-modules and the cup-product U is a 
non-degenerate skew symmetric bilinear form in CzEBCa• By using sym
plectic modules over Fp[G'], we can prove that Fp[G']X1 is total isotropy 
G'-module. 
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